Abstract Aufomata on infinite words and trees are used for qxcification and uerification of nonterminating programs. The verification and the satis$ability problems of specifications can be reduced to the nonemptinessproblem of such automata. In a weak automaton, the state space is partitioned into partially ordered sets, and the automaton can proceed from a certain set only to smaller sets. Reasoning about weak automata is easier than reasoning about automata with no restricted structure. In particular, the nonemptinessproblem for weak alternating automata over a singleton alphabet can be solved in linear time. Known translations of alternating automata to weak alternating automata involve determinization, and therefore involve a double exponential blow-up.
Introduction
Finite automata on infinite objects were first introduced in the 1960's. Motivated by decision problems in mathematical logic, Biichi, McNaughton, and Rabin developed a framework for automata on infinite words and infinite trees [Biic62, McN66, Rab69] . The framework hm proven to be very po\verful. Automata, and their t*ight relation to second-order monadic logics were the key to the solution of several fundamental decision problems in mathematical logic [ThoSO] . Today, automata on infinite objects are used for specification and verification of nonterminating programs. By translating specifications to automat,a, we reduce questions about programs and their specification0 to questions about automata. More specifically, question3 such as satisfiabiity of specificat.ions and correctness of programs lvith respect to their specifications are reduced to questions such as nonemptiness and language containment pWS6, Kur94, VW94]. The automata-theoret,ic approach separates the logical and the algorithmic aspects of reasoning about programs. The translation of specificat.ions to automata handles the logic and shifts all the algorithmic difficulties to automata-theoretic problems.
Like automata on finite mords, automata on infinite word5 either accept or reject an input word. Since a run on an infinite word does not have a final state, acceptance is determined lvith respect to the set of states visited infinitely often during the run. There are various ~vays to classify an automaton on infinite words. One is the type of its acceptance condition. For example, in B&hi automata, some of the states are designated as accepting states, and a run is accepting iff it visits states from the accepting set infinitely often [Biic62] . Dually, in co-Btichi automata, a run is accepting iff it visits states from the accept,ing set only finitely often. More general are Muller, parity, and Rabin automata, whose acceptance condit,ions involve several sets of states. For example, in parity automata [Mos84, EJ91] , the acceptance condition is a sequence {&, F2, . . . , Ft:} of sets of states. A run is accepting iff the minimal indes i for which the set Fi is visited infinitely often is even.
Another xvay to classify an automaton on infinite jvordo is by the type of its branching mode. In a deterministic automaton, t.he transition function S maps a pair of a state and a letter into a single state. The intuition is that mhen the automaton is in state q and it reads a letter u, then the automaton moves to state 6(q, u) , from \vhich it ohould accept the suflix of the word. When the branching mode is a~iatcntial or universal, 6 maps q and u into a set of states. In the cxiatential mode, the automaton should accept the sufllx of the word from one of the states in the set, and in the univcraal mode, it should accept the suffix from all the states in the 5ct. In an alternating automaton [BL80, CKS81], both existential and universal modes are allowed, and the transitions arc given as Boolean formulas over the set of atatcn. For example, b(q, 0) = qt V (qz A qs) means that the automaton should accept the suffix of the mord either from atate 91 or from both states qs and 43.
Since the combinatorial structure of alternating automata in rich, translating specifications to alternating automata is much simpler than translating them to nondeterministic automata [Var94] , Alternating automata enable a complete partition bctwecn the logical and the algorithmic aspects of reasoning about programs, and they give rise to cleaner and oimplcr verification algorithms [Var96] . The rich structure of alternating automata also makes them more succinct. For example, trnnslating an alternating Biichi automaton to a nondeterministic Biichi automaton might involve an exponcntial blow up [DH94] . The succinctness of alternating automata io crucial when we use automata for the veriticntion of branching-time specifications. In this paradigm, each specification describes a set of allowed computation trcca, which can be described by an automaton ouer infinite trcco, By translating branching-time specifications to altcrnnting tree automata, we can reduce satisfiabiity to the nonemptincos problem and reduce verification to the membcrnhip problem [BVW94, Var9'7] . Solving the nonemptincna problem for an alternating tree automaton is done by translating the automaton to a nondeterministic tree automaton. Deciding the membership of a program in a languagc of an alternating tree automaton is done by taking the product of the program and the automaton. This product can be defined as an alternating lvord automaton over a ainglcton alphabet, and the program is correct lvith respect to the specification iff thii automaton is nonempty. Thus, roa5oning about branching-time specifications concerns two problemo: the nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic tree automnta and the nonemptiness problem for alternating word automata over a singleton alphabet. It is sholvn in [BVW94] that these problems are equivalent and that their complcxitica coincide, We refer to both problems as the noncmptine8s problem. The nonemptiness problem is important &JO for reasoning about linear-time specifications of open ayatcms, where the interaction between a correct nyatcm and its environment can be formulated by a tree automaton [ALW89, PR89] .
In [MSS86], Mullcr et al. introduced weak automata. In n wcnk automaton, the automaton's set of states is partitioncd into partially ordered sets. Each set is classified as accepting or rejecting. The transition function is restricted RO that in each transition, the automaton either stays at the anmc act or move5 to a set sm<aller in the partial order. Thu5, each run of a weak automaton eventually gets trapped in Dome set in the partition. Acceptance is then determined .
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according to the classification of this set. Weak automata are a special case of Biichi automata. Indeed, the condition of getting trapped in an accepting set can be replaced by a condition of visiting states of accepting sets infinitely often. The special structure of meak automata is reflected in their attractive computational properties. In particular, the nonemptiness problem for weak automata can be solved in linear time [BVW94] . As a comparison, the best knolvn upper bound for the nonemptiness problem for Biichi automata is quadratic time.
When defined on lvords, lveak alternating automata are not less expressive than Biichi alternating automata, and they can recognize all the w-regular languages. To prove this, [MSSSS, Lin88] suggest alinear translation of deterministic Muller automata to weak alternating automata. Using, however, the constructions in [hISS86, Lin88] in order translate a nondeterminiitic automaton A into a weak alternating automaton, one has no choice but to first translate A into a determinis tic Muller automaton. Such a determinization involves an exponential blow-up hfic88, Saf88, Saf92]. Even worse, if A is an alternating automaton, then its determinization involves a doubly-exponential blosv-up [DH94], and hence, so does the translation to weak alternating automata. Can these blovr-ups be avoided? In [KV97], vJe described a quadratic translation of Bfchi and c+Biichi alternating lvord automata to weak alternating mord automata, answering this question positively for the case A is either a Biichi or a co-Biichi automaton. In this paper we extend the ideas in [KV97] and describe an efficient translation of stronger types of alternating automata to meak alternating automata. Since the nonemptiness problem for weak automata can be solved in linear time, this enables us to improve the knolvn upper bounds for the nonemptiness problem.
We start tvith parity automata. It is shown in [EJ91] that formulas of the ~-calculus poz83] can be linearly translated to alternating parity tree automata'. Since many properties of programs are naturally specified by means of fixed points, the ,p-calculus is an expressive and important specification language [EL86] . Follosving [EJ91], the verification problem for ~-calculus can be linearly reduced to the nonemptiness problem for parity automata. This makes the nonemptiness problem for parity automata of particular interest; the verification problem for p-calculus is knolvn to be in NP n co-NP mJS93] and its precise complexity is an open problem. Given an alternating parity word automaton lvith n states and k sets, me construct an equivalent weak alternating lvord automaton Fvith O(nk) states. The construction goes through a sequence of !z intermediate automata.
Each automaton in the sequence refines the state space of its predecessor and has one less set in its parity acceptance condition.
Pa&y automata can be vielved as a special case of Rabin automata. In Rabin automata, the acceptance condition is a set cr = {(Gl,Bl), (Gz,Bz), . . . , (GI;,B~)) of pairs of sets of states. A run is accepting if there edits an index i for mhich t.he set G; is visited infinitely often and the set Bi is visited only finitely often. In [Rab69], Rabin describes a translat,ion of formulas of monadic second order lo@ to Rabin t.ree automata. Today, Rabin automata are used in order to reason about specifications of the full branching time logic CTL" [ES84, VSSS], as lvell as to model progams tvith fairness conditions. The nonemptiness problem for Rabin automat,a plays a crucial role in solving various decision problems in logic. As a result, many efforts have been put in developing simple algorit,hms for nonemptiness checking. In [Rab69], Rabin described a non-elementary procedure for checking t,he nonempt~iness of a given Rabin automaton and sho\ved t,hat the problem is decidable. In [HR72, Rab72], improved algorithms were described, of complesity esponenbial in both n and f. Only in [EJSS, PR89] , algorithms that are esponential in k and only polynomial in a have been describes. Bot.h lvorks described algorithms that run in time O((ak)"").
Given an alternating Rabin word automaton mith n states and k pairs, rve construct an equivalent weak alternating mord automaton v&h O(n2"$' -n!) states. Our constructions yield O(n") and O(n2"+r-L!) upper bounds for the nonempbiness problem for parity and Rabin automata, respectively, matching t,he known bound for parity automata [EJS93] and improving the known O(r~k)~" bound for Rabin automata.
Alternating Automata
Alternation was studied in [CKS31] in the contest of Turing machines and in [BLSO, CKS31, MH34] for finite automata. In particular, [MH34] studied alternating automata on infinite words. Alternation enables us to have both etitential and universal branching choices. For a given set X, let B+(X) be bhe set of posit,ive Boolean formulas over X (i.e., Boolean formulas built from elements in X using A and V), where lve also allow t.he formulas true and false. For Y E X, \ve say t,hat Y satisfies a formula 8 E B+(X) iff the bruth assignment that assigns true to the members of Y and assigns false to the members of X \ Y satisfies 8. For esample, the sets {ql,q3) and {qi,q3} both satisfy the formula (q1 V 92) A 43, while the set {ql, qz) does not satisfy this formula.
Given an alphabet C, an infinite word over C is an infinite sequence w = ue.al-us . --of letters in C. We denote by wi the suffis ul-al+l .LTI+~ ---of w. An alternating automaton on infinite euords is A = (C, Q, qin, 6, cy), where C is the input alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, ii : Q x C + a+(Q) is a transit.ion funct.ion, gin E Q is an initial state, and CY is an acceptance condition. Int.uitively, S(q, u) describes possible configurations t,hat A can move into when it is in state q and it reads the letter Q. For esample, a transition qq, 4 = h A q2) v (43 A 44) means that A accepts a suffis p(,l of w from state q, ifit accepts wLtl from both q1 and q2
As Q is finite, it is guaranteed that Inf(q) # 0. The way (Y refers to Inf(q) depends on it,s type. In Bikhi automata, cv C Q, and 0 satisfies (Y iff Inf(q) n CY # il. Dually, in co-Bu"chi automata, q satisfies (Y iff hf(q) n a = iI.
In order to define a run of an alternating automaton, we first define trees. A tree is a (finite or infinite) nonempty set T~lN*suchthatforallx~c~T,withx~IN*andc~IN, me have x E T. The elements of T are called nodes, and the empty tvord E is the root of T. For every x E T, the nodes x -c E T where c E IN are the children of x. A node with no children is a leaf. We refer to the length 1x1 of x as its level in the tree. A path x of a tree T is a set ir 5 T such that E E a and for every x E ?r, either x is a leaf, or there edits a unique c E IN such that x -c E rr. Given a finite set C, a C-labeled tree is a pair (T, V) where T is a tree and V : T + C maps each node of T to a letter in C. A run of A on an infinite word w = us . ur * *. is a Q-labeled tree (T,, r) such that the follou&rg hold: 226 0 r(e) = qin. For example, if S(qi,, UO) = (p.1 Vqz)A(qaVqr), then possible runs of A on w have a root labeled gin, have one node in level 1 labeled q1 or 92, and have another node in level 1 labeled q3 or q4. Note that if 0 = true, then x need not have children. This is the reason why T, may have leaves. Also, since there edits no set S as required for 0 = f&o, we cannot have a run that takes a transit,ion with 0 = f&o.
A run (T,,r) is acceptingiff all its infinite paths, Jvhich are labeled by words in Q", satisfy the acceptance condit,ion. A word w is accepted iff there esists an accepting, run on it, Note that while conjunctions in the transit.ion funct,ion of ,4 are reflected in branches of (Tp, r), disjunctions are reflected in the fact we can have many runs on the same lvord. The language of A, denoted C(d), is the set of infinite words that A accepts. Thus, each word automaton defines a subset of C". We denote by L(A) the complement language of A, that is the set of all rvords in C"' \ t(d).
In [MSSSS], Muller et al. introduce weab alternating automata (WAAs). In a WAA, the acceptance condition is (Y E Q, and there esists a partition of Q into disjoint sets, Qi, such that for each set Q;, either Qi C (Y, in Tvhich cace
Qi is an accepting set, or Q; n (Y = 6, in which case Qi is a rejecting set. In addition, there etists a partial order 5 on the collection of the Qi's such that for every q E Qi and q' E Qj for v&ch q' occurs in 6(q,u), for some u E C, me have Qj 5 Qi. Thus, transitions from a state in Qi or from both q3 and 44. The acceptance condition LY defines a subset of Q". For a vrord v = qo -q1. -. in Q", lve define the set hf(q) of states that v visits infinitely often, i.e., Id(v) = {q E Q : for infinitely many 12 0, me have q1 = q}, lead to states in either the same Qi or a lower one. It follows that every infinite path of a run of a WAA ultimately gets 'trapped" within some Qi. The path then satisfies the acccptnnce condition if and only if Qi ls an accepting set. Tlma, we can view a WAA with an acceptance condition (Y as both a Bilchi automaton with an acceptance condition (Y, and a co-Biichi automaton with an acceptance condition Q \ LY. Indeed, a run gets trapped in an accepting set iff it vioits infinitely many states in o, which is true iff it visits only finitely many states in Q \ (Y.
3 Observations on Runs of Alternating Co-Biichi Automata Let A =: (C, Q, qi,,, 6, o) a co-Biichi alternating automaton. Consider an accepting run (T,, r) of A on a word w. For two nodes xl and xe in T,, we say that x1 and x2 are similoriff 1~11 = Izej and r(xr) = r(ze), We say that the run (T,,t) is mcmorylese iff for all similar nodes z1 and x2, and for all u E IN', we have. that x1 l g E Tr iff x2 *y E T,, and ~(21 . v) = r(z2 0 v), Intuitively, similar nodes correspond to two copies of A that have the same "mission": they should both accept the sufllx wl"ll from the state r(x1). In a memoryless run, aubtrccs of (T,,r) with similar roots coincide. Thus, anmc missions are fulfilled in the same way. It turns out that when we consider runs of co-Biichi automata, we can restrict ourselves to memoryless runs. Formally, if a coBiichi automaton A accepts a word w, then there exists a memoryleas accepting run of A on w [EJ91].
Let [Ql = n, It is easy to see that for every run (T,,r), cvcry set of more than n nodes of the same level contains at lea& two similar nodes. Therefore, in a memoryless run of A, every level contains at most n nodes that are roots of different subtrees, Accordingly, we represent a memoryless run (T,, r) by an infinite DAQ (directed acyclic graph) G, = (V, E), where l V C Q x IN is such that (q, I) E V iff there exists x E T, with ISI = 1 and r(z) = q. For example, (qin,O) is the only vertex of G, in Q x (0) .
is such that E((q, I), (q', 1-h 17) iff there exists x E Tr with Ix] = I, r(z) = q, and r(x 0 c) = q' for some c E IN.
Thus, G,. is obtained from (Tr,r) by merging similar nodes into a single vertex. We say that a vertex (q, I) in G, is an a-vertex lff q E CY, It is easy to see that (Tr, r) is accepting iii nll paths in G, have only linitely many o-vertices. Consider a (possibly finite) DAQ G C Gr. We say that a vertex (q,Z) la cucntuallt/ safe in G iff only finitely many vertices in G are reachabIc from (q, 1). We say that a vertex (q, i) is currently au/c In Q iff all the vertices in G that are reachable from (q, I) arc not a-vertices. Note that, in particular, (q, i) is not an wvcrtex.
Given a memoryless accepting run (T,, r), we define an inllnite sequence GO 2 G1 1 G2 ,> . . . of DAGS inductively as followa, l Go =G,.
l Gi+l = G2i \ {(a, I) 1 (q, I) is eventually safe in Gai}. It is shown in p<V97] that every vertex (q, I) in G, has a unique index i 1 0 such that (q, 1) is either eventually safe in Gei or currently safe in Gsi+l. Given a vertex (q, I), we define the rank of (q, I), denoted rank(q, Z), to be: s 24 if (q, 1) is eventually safe in Gai. l 2i + 1, if (q, 1) is currently safe in Gei+l.
For m E IN, let [m] denote the set {O,l,. . .,m}, and let [mleven and [m] Odd denote the sets of even and odd members of [m] , respectively. In [KV97], we proved that the rank of every vertex in G, is in [2n] . Recall that when (T,.,r) is accepting, all the paths in G, visit only finitely many o-vertices. Intuitively, rank(q, I) hints how dilllcult it is to get convinced that all the paths of G, that visit the vertex (q, 2) visit only finitely many o-vertices. Easiest to get convinced about are vertices that are eventually safe in GO. Accordingly, they get the minimal rank 0. Then come vertices that are currently safe in the graph Gl, which is obtained from Ge by throwing vertices with rank 0. These vertices get the rank 1. The process repeats with respect to the graph Ga, which is obtained from G1 by throwing vertices with rank 1. As before, we start with the eventually safe vertices in Ga, which get the rank 2. We continue with the currently safe vertices in Ga, which get the rank 3. The process repeats until all vertices get some rank. Note that no a-vertex gets an odd rank.
In the lemmas below, proven in p<V97], we make thii intuition formal.
Lemma 3.1 For every two vertices (q, 1) and (q', 1') in G,, if(q', I') is reachob~efrom (q, l), thenrank(q', Z') 5 rank(q, 1). Lemma 3.2 In every injinitepath in G,, there exists a uertez (q,Z) with an odd rank such that all the vertices (q',l') in the path that are reachablefrom (q, I) have rank(q', 1') = rank(q, I).
We have seen that if a co-Buchi alternating automaton has an accepting run on w, then it also has a very structured accepting run on w. In [KV97] we employed this structured run in order to translate co-Biichi alternating automata to weak alternating automata: Theorem 3.3 [KV97] Let A be an alternating co-Biichi automaton. There is a weak alternating automaton A' such that C(d') = t(d) and the number of states in A' is quadratic in that of A.
We describe the automaton A'. Let A = (C, Q, qin, 6, a), and let n = ]QI. The state space of the automaton A' is Q x [2n]. Intuitively, when A' is in state (q,j) as it reads the letter al (the I'th letter in the input), it guesses that in a memoryless accepting run of A on w, the rank of (q, a) is j. Accordingly, mhen si' is in state (q,j) and it reads a letter u, it folloivs the t,ransition S(q, CT) aUowing Qhe successors to move to states annotated by ranks in [j] . If, hov~ever, q E CY and j is odd, t,hen, by the definition of ranks, the current guessed rank is xvrong, and the run is reject.& Each path in a run of A' eventually gets trapped in a set of the form Q x (j} for some j E [29z] . The set is accepting iff j is odd.
In the nest section me estend bhe ideas in [KV97] in order to translate pari$ and Rabii alternaaing automata to tveak alternating automat,a.
4 From Parity and Rabin to Weak Alternating Automata A parity alternating automaton is A = (C, Q, qin, 8, /3), where 13 = (A,F2,. .., A)~~vithRcF2c...cFI;=Q.'IVerefer to K (the number of sets in p) as the degree of p (or A). A Jvord q E Q" satisfies a parity condition p iff the minimal indes i for v&ch Inf(q) n Fi # c1 is even. We also refer to co-parity acceptance condiBions. A word 7 E Q" sat.isfies a co-parity condition /3 X the minimal indes i for which Inf(p) f~ Fi # 0 is odd; that. is, iff 9 does not satisfy /3 lvhen referred to as a parit.y condition.
Consider a parity automaton A = (C,Q,p;,,S,/3) Fvith P = {A, Fz ,..., FI:}, and the co-Biichi automaton A, = (C, (2, qin, 5, Fl). That, is, A, differs from A only in the acceptance condition, which consists of Bhe minimally indesed set in p. Clearly, every accepting run (T,, r) of d is also an accepting run of A,. Indeed, all the paths of (T,, r) must visit. Fl only finitely often (obherxvise, the minimal index i for xvhich F, is visited infinitely often is 1, which is odd). It follows that lvhen me consider accepting runs of .A, \ve can restrict ourselves to candidates from the set of accepting runs of d,.
In Theorem 3.3, lve translated the co-Biichi alternating automaton A, to a lveak alternating automaton A',. In 6he automaton .4:, each path of a run gets trapped in some set Q ;: {j}. When j is odd, no visits to FI are possible. Therefore, a path 07 t.hat, gets trapped in a set Q :C {j}, for an odd j, satisfies the parity condition /3 X it satisfies the co-parit.y condition /3' = {Fz, F3,. . . , Ff:}. Indeed, since sets ivivith an even indes in ,f3 have an odd indes in fi', the path pl satisfies @' iff the minimal i in (2,. . . ,/G) for which Inf(q) I-I F, # Q is even. In addit,ion, as hf(q) n Fl = 8, it is guaranteed that i is ac.ctually minimal in (1,. . . , k}.
The above observabion suggests an inductive scheme for translating a parit,y or a co-parity alternat,ing automaton to a lveak alternating automaton. Intuit,ively, the translation proceeds as follolvs. Let d be a pa&y automaton lvith /3 = {FL..., FI:). Translating the co-B&&i automaton A, to a tveak alternating automaton Ai, the copies of .A: that get trapped in sets that enable infinitely many visits to FI (that is, sets Q x {j) for an even j) are rejecting. On the other hand, copies that~ get trapped in sets that disable visits to Fl may satisfy ,0, and v;e check t,hem further, &h respect to the co-parit,y condition ,@ obtained from p by taking out the set Fl. Checking these copies is done indu&vely, by referring to each set Q x {j}, for an odd j, as a co-pa&y automaton. Formally, the induction proceeds by refining the state space of the parity automaton by means of weak-parity &emoting automata, defined belolv.
A weak-parity alternating automaton (N'ZJM, for short,) is A = (C, S, P, qin, 6, (Y, /3), where S and P are disjoint ccts of states (called simple and parity states, respectively), qin E SUPisaninitialstate,6:(SUP)sC-P+(SUP)ina transition function, (Y C S is a Biichi acceptance condition, and /3 is a parity acceptance condition over P. We refer to the number of sets in /3 as the degree of 0 (or 4). There exists a partition of S U P into disjoint sets, such that the folloxving hold.
l For each set Q in the part,ition, one of the follolving holds.
Q E (Y, in which case Q is an accepting SC+,
2. Q C S and Q n (Y = 8, in which case Q in a rejecting set, or 3. Q C P, in which case Q is a parity set.
For a state q E S U P, let [q] denote the set of utntcs in q's set in the partition.
l There esists a partial order 5 on the collection of the sets such that for every two states q and q' for ~vhich q' occurs in S(q, u), for some (r E C, we have [q'] 5 [I& Thus, transitions from a state in a set (2 lead to states in either the same set Q or a lolver set.
It follows that. every infinite path q of a run of a WPAR ultimately gets trapped Ivithin some set Q in the part.ition. The path 7 then sat.isfies the accept,ance condidion iff either Q is an accepting set, or Q is a pariby set and 17 &i&s 11. Thus, a WPAA A is very similar to a WAA, only that in some of the sets in the partition, acceptance is determined according to a pa&y accept,ance condit,ion. In part,icular, if P = 0, then A is a WAA. On the other hand, every parit,y automaton can be viemed as a WPAA with S = 0 (and a trivial partition wit,h a single set). If there exists p E IN such that the size of each set in the partition io esactly p, sle say that A is a WPAA of width p.
Consider a WPAA A of Ividth p with /3 = { Fl , Fz , . . . , I;iJ}. With each parity set Q of A and &ate q E Q, we cm usociate a co-B&hi automaton d, = (C, Q, q, 60, Fl), mhere 6~ is obtained from 6 by replacing st,ates not in Q by trno. Each accepting run of A (in which q is part,icipating) induces an accepting run d,. Formally, if (Tp, r) is an accept,ing run of A on some word w, and z E Tp is such that r(z) = q, then the subt,ree of (Tr,r) v&h root, 2: and nodes z. y for \vhich r(c. y) E Q, is an accepting run, embedded in (T,, P), of Al on &I. For every node z E T,. such that r(z) is a parity state, there esists a unique prefix z such that r(z) E [r(z)] and either z = E or z = y * c with r(y) @ [r(z)]; that is, E is the first node labeled wit,h a state in [r(z)] that is visited along the path from the root to z. We say that .r is a 34.
If wu consider, among the many runs of co-Biichi automata cmbcddcd in (Z", r), only runs that start in seeds, then each node z for which r(z) is a parity state belongs to exactly one run, Since the size of all parity sets (and thus also the aizc of the state space of the co-Biichi automata) is p, we can associate with each such node z with seed c a rank in ['2pJ, corresponding to the rank of the vertex (r(z), IzI -1~1) in the Induced accepting run of d,(,) on &l.
Recall that we want to translate parity alternating automata to weak alternating automata. Thus, we want to start with a WPAA with S = 0, go through a chain of WPAA of dccrcasing degrees, and end-up with a WPAA wit11 P = 0. Defining the intermediate automata, it is convenient to alternate between parity and co-parity accep tancc conditions, A co-weal-poritu alternating automaton (CO-WPAA, for short) is A = (C, S, P, qin, 6, o,p), with the same structure as a WPAA, only that an infinite path 7 that gets trapped within a set Q satisfies the acceptance condition iff either Q is an accepting set, or Q is a parity set and Y,J satisfies the co-parity condition S. Proceeding from a WPAA with degree b > 1 to its successor in the chain is dcacribcd in the theorem below. annotate, : B+(S U P) 3 B+(S' U P') and rehxse, : B+(S u P) x [2p] x 2' -+ B+(S' u P').
For a formula ~9 E Bt (SUP), the formula annotate,(B) is obtained from B by replacing an atom q E P by the disjunction VjeIlljl(q,j).
For example, if {p,p'} C P and s E S, then annotate4((8 VP) Ap') = (a v V (p,j)) A V (p',j).
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For a formula B E Bt (S U P), a rank i E [2p], and a set Q E P, the formula release,,(fJ, i, Q) is obtained from 6J by replacing an atom q E Q by the disjunction Vj,m(q,j), ad replacing an atom q E P \ Q by the disjunction vjEI,Jq,j). For example,
Note that in annotate,,(g) atoms in P can be annotated by any rank in [Zp] . On the other hand, in release,(8, i, Q) some atoms in P (these in Q) can be annotated only by ranks in [il. Now, 6' : (S' UP') x C + Bt (S' U P') is defined as follows.
-For a state q E S and u E C, we have 6'(q,o) = annotate, (b(q, u) ). -For a state (q, i) E P x [2p] and u E C, the transition a'((q, i), g) is:
* l cr'= Q. That is, getting trapped in a set Q of simple states, a path is accepting if Q is an accepting set of A, and is rejecting if Q is either a rejecting set of A or it corresponds to a copy of a parity set of A annotated with an even rank. Indeed, such sets enable infinitely many visits to Fl. l /9' = {F? x [2plodd, Fa x [2plodd, . . . , Fk x [2plodd}. That is, getting trapped in a parity set of A', a path should satisfy the co-parity condition obtained from /3 by taking out FI and annotating the other sets by odd ranks in [2p].
We first prove that A' is a co-WPAA of width p. The partition of S' U P' into sets is as follows. First, each accepting of rejecting set Q E S in A yields the set Q in A'.
In addition, each pa&y set Q c P in A yields 2p + 1 sets, Q x id for j E PPI, in A'. Clearly, in both cases, the size of the sets in A' is t,he same as their size in d, thus A' is of width p. It is easy to see that each of the sets of A' is either accepting, rejecting, or parity. The partial order on the collection of sets in A' is induced by the partial order in A. For two sets 0 and 0' in A', we have 0 < 0' iff there esist sets Q and Q' in d such that one of the following hold: l Q < Q' and t,he following both hold: It is easy to see that, t,ransitions from a state q in A' leads to states q' for which [q'] 5 [q], thus the st,ructural conditions for a co-WPAA hold.
We now prove 6he correctness of t,he construction. We first, prove that, L(d') E C(d). Consider a word w accepted by A'. Let (T?,P') be the accepting run of A' on w. Consider the (S u P)-labeled tree (T,, r) where for all x E T, with r'(x) = q or r'(x) = (q,i), we have r(x) = q. Thus, (T,, r) projects the labels of (T,, r') on gheir S U P element. It is easy to see t,haB (T,, r) is a run of A on w. Indeed, the transitions of A' only annotate transitions of A by ranks (or replace them by false, which cannot be taken in an accepting run of d'). We shorn that. (T&r) is an accepting run. Consider an infinite path ;r E Tr. Since A' is a co-WPAA and (T,, r') is accepting, there are two possible fates for ?r in (T,, r'):
1. It gets trapped in an accept,ing set. Then, as CY' = CV, it must be that in (Z',.,T), the path B gets trapped in an accepting set as well.
2. It, gets trapped in a parity set and satisfies the coparit.y condition /3'. Then, as the parity sets are Px{i} for some odd i, it is guaranteed, by the definition of 6' (where no run can visit a state (q,i) with an odd i and q E F~), Bhat sr actually gets trapped in the subset (P \ r"l) x {a} of P x (8'). Hence, it must be that in (T&r), t,he path x gets trapped in a parity set and satisfies /3.
It is left to prove t.hat C(d) E t(d'). Consider a word w accepted by A. Let (G, r) be a memoryless accepting run of d on w. Consider the (S'UP')-labeled tree (T+, r') where where for every node x E T,, we have
If r(x) E P and x = E. (r(x), rank(r)) If r(x) E P and x # E.
We claim that (T,, r') is an accept.ing run of A'. We fimt prove that it is a run. Since r(s) = qtn and qi, is &her qinr in the case qin E S, or (qin, 2p), in t,he case qrn E P, we have that r'(s) = qin, thus the root of the tree (Tr,r') is labeled legally. We now consider the first level of (T,,r'). Consider the &ate q:,. Note that for every u E C and Q C P, we have annotate,(g(q;,,, a)) = reJease,,(fi(qin, u), 2p, Q). Hence, by t,he defmiaion of S', we have (independently of whether qi, = qin or qin = (q,n,2p)) that (i'(qin,uo) is obtained from S(qi,,uo) by replacing an atom q E P by the disjunction VjEIzpl(q, j). Let [k] be the set of E'E oucceasom inT,andletQ=(qo,..., qk) be the set of labels of 23 IJUCcessors in (T,, r) . Thus, Q satisfies 6(qi", ~0). (We refer to Q as an ordered set, so it may cont,ain repetit,iono.) Consider the set Q' = (pi,. . . , pi), where for all c E [k], we have q: = qc in the case qc E S, and qi = (qc,rank(c)) in the case qc E P. As 2p is the masimal rank t.hat a node can get, each successor c of E in T, has rank(c) 5 2~. Therefore, the set Q' satisfies S'(qin, ~0). Hence, bhe first level of (Tr, r') is also labeled legally.
For the other levels, consider a node x E Tr such that 2 # E. Let [x .O,..., x . k] be t,he set of 2% successor8 in Tr and let Q = (qo,..., qr:) be t.he set of labels of Z'B successors in (T,, r) . Consider the set Q' = (q,f,, , , . , ql;), where for all c E [I;], we have qi = qc in the case qc E S, and q: = (q=,rank(x . c)) in the case qc E P. We claim that Q' satisfies #(t'(x), ulrl). To prove this, we dist,inguioh between two cases. Assume first that t'(x) = q E S. Then, 6'(T'(X), +I) = annotate,(if(q, ~1~1)). A3 2p is the masimal rank that a node can get, each successor x * c of x in T, has rank(x a c) 5 2p, and we are done. Assume now that r'(x) = (q,i) E P x [2p]. Then, by the definit,ion of r', we have that i = rank(x). Since T is accepting, then, by the definition of ranks, it cannot be that q E F~ and i is odd. Finally, to see that (T,, 8) is accepting, consider an infinite path a C T,. Since A is a WPAA and (T,, t) is accepting, there are two possible fates for x in (Tr, T):
1. It gets trapped in an accepting set. Then, for all x E x we have r(x) = r'(x) and therefore, w CY' = 1y, it must be that in (T,, T'), the path ?r gets t,rapped in an accept,ing set as well.
2. It gets trapped in a parity set and sabisfies /3. Then, it visits FI only finitely often, which implies, according to Lemma 3.2, that in (T,., T'), the path B gets trapped in a parity set Px{i} for some odd i. In addition, since ?r satisfies the parity condition /3 in (Tr,,r), it sat,isfies the co-parity condition p' as well.
0
As discussed in [MS87], one can complement an alternating automaton by dualizing its transition function and acccptancc condition. Formally, given a transition function 6, let 6' denote the dual function of 6. That is, for every q and 0 with 6(g, c) = 8, we have 6(4, u) = i, where g in obtained from D by switching V and A and by switching true and false. If, for example, B = qi V (true A qa) then 0 = q1 A (f&o V q2), The dual of an acceptance condition y is a condition that accepts exactly all the words that are not accepted by -/. In particular, when we dualize a WPAA, we get a co-WPRR, Consider a co-WPAA A. Let A be its dual WPAA, and let Al be the co-WPAA constructed from A in Thcorcm 4,l. By dualizing A/, we obtain a WPAA that is cquivalcnt to d. Hence, the construction in Theorem 4.1 can be used also to go from a co-WPAA of degree Jz > 1 to a WPAA of degree k -1.
Recall that a parity automaton A with n states can be viewed as a WPAA with S = 0 and width n. By repeatedly employing the construction in Theorem 4.1 (and its dun1 construction), we can translate A to a WPAA or a co-WPAA A' of degree 1. Such an automaton, however, can be viewed as a WAA. Indeed, its parity sets are either rejecting, in the case A' is a WPAA, or accepting, in the case A' is a co-WPAA. We can therefore conclude with the following thcorcm, and ni+r = ni*n. Hence, n; = nit'. Accordingly, rni = n'(nt~~(r"i-ll. In particular, both a~+1 and mk-1 nre O(n"). The automaton dl;-1 is of degree 1, and can thcrcfore be viewed as a WAA with nk--l + mk-1 atatcs, Hence, we are done. 0 A Rabin alternating automaton is A = (C, Q,qin16,B), where /3 = {(Cl, Br), . . , , (Gk, &)} C 2* X 2o. We refer to b (the number of pairs in p) as the degree of p (or A). A word 0 E Qw satisfies a Rabin condition p iff there exists nn index i for which Inf(n) n Gi # 0 and Inf(n) I-I Bi # (1. Note that a parity condition /3 with either an even degree k or an odd degree h + 1 is equivalent to the Rabin condition { (1"1,a),(A,A) , , . . , (fi:, &r)).
Rabin automata can be translated to parity automata with an exponential blow up [Tho97],
In the full paper we show how the same ideas used for parity automata can be used in order to translate alternating Rnbin automata to weak alternating automata. As in the parity case, the construction goes through a sequence of intermediate automata. Each automaton in the sequence refines the state space of its predecessor and has one less pair in its Rabin acceptance condition. Unlike the parity case, where the sets in the acceptance condition are ordered, here there is no order between the pairs the acceptance condition. Therefore, while in the parity case refinement essentially requires n copies of each state, resulting in an O(n") overall blow-up, here refinement also requires a guess of the pair to be removed, resulting in an additional L! blow up. Note that while the degree of a parity condition p denotes the number of sets in /3, the degree of a Rabin condition /3 denotes the number of pairs, which is half the number of sets, in p. Thus, the blow ups in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 indeed diier only in k! (the explanation to the additional +l factor in the blow up in Theorem 4.3 is the fact that a parity condition of an odd degree 2k + 1 is equivalent to a Rabin condition with A pairs).
The Nonemptiness Problem
In thii section we show horn the translations described in Section 4 can be used in order to solve the nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic tree automata. A nondeterministic tree automaton is A = (C, d, Q, q,n, 6, a), where C, Q, qin, and CY are as in alternating word automata, d E IN is a branching degree, and 6 : Q x C + 2od is a transition function that maps a state and a letter to a set of d-tuples over Q. The automaton A runs on infinite E-labeled trees (T, V) of branchiig degree d, thus T = {l,. . . , d}'. As with alternating word automata, b(q, 0) describes a possible configuration that A can move into when it is in state q and reads the letter u, which labels the root of the input tree. For example, a transition 6(q, u) = { (ql, qa), (qs, qa)} means that A accepts a binary tree with root labeled u from state q if it accepts the left subtree from state q1 and the right subtree from state 4, or it accepts the left subtree from state qe and the right subtree from state 44. A run of A on (T, V) is a Q-labeled tree (T,r), such that the following hold: 0 r(&) = Qine l Let x E T with r(x) = q. There exists (ql, . . . , qd) E &(q, V(x)) such that for all 1 5 c < d, we have 1(x-c) = QcNote that each node of the input tree corresponds to exactly one node in the run tree. A run (T, r) is acceptingiff all its paths satisfy the acceptance condition. It is shown in [BVW94] that the nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic tree automata and the nonemptiness problem for alternating word automata over a singleton alphabet are equivalent and that their complexities coincide.
We refer to bot,h problems as the nonemptiness problem. Since the nonemptiness problem for weak alternating automata can be solved in linear time [BVW94] , Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 imply the following.
Theorem 5.1
(1) The nonemptinevs problem for parity automata with n states and degree k can be solved in time O(a").
(2) The nonemptiness problem for Rabin automata with n states and degree k can be solved in time O(n2"+l . k!).
The O(n2"t1 . k!) bound in Theorem 5.1 improves the known O((n/:)s") upper-bound for t,he nonemptiness problcm [EJSS, PRSS] for Rabin automata. A similar bound for Streett automat a follows. Solving, however, the nonemptincss problem by translabing a given automaton to an equivalent. weak automaton is not. very appealing in practice, as such a solution never performs better than its worst-case complexit,y. Indeed, the blow-up is introduced already in the translation of A to A'. We now describe an algorithm that. uses the special sbructure of A' wit.hout constructing it, first. The worst,-case complesity of this algorithm is as above, yet. in practice it may perform bet.ter. We consider here the case where A is a parity automaton. The algorithm of Rabin automata follows t,he same ideas and is described in the full paper.
An extended purity automaton is sl = (C,Q,qin, S,(Y), where a = (@,I< tl) is an acceptance condition consisting of a parity condition /3 over Q, a visiting set V C Q, and an avoiding set A C Q. It. is required that A II V = 0. The extended parity automaton A is equivalent to the parity automaton A' = (C, Q, qln, a', p), where 6' is defined, for all u E c, as follows:
l For all q E 17, we have S'(q, c) = true. l For all q E A, \ve have 6'(q, u) = false. l For all q E Q \ (VU A), we have S'(q, 0) = S(q, 0). Thus, in a run {T,,r) of A, no node z E Tr has T(Z) E A, a node c E T, wibh T(Z) E 'IT need not have children, and (Tr, r) is accepting iff all its infinite paths satisfy the parity condition /3. An extended co-parity alternat,ing automaton is defined similarly with (Y = (a, 1,: A) for a co-parity condition 13. For a parity condition p, let N p be /3 when referred to ~3 a co-parity condition.
Let, A be an alternating word automaton with a singleton alphabet C, state space Q, and t.ransition function 6. For a generalized parit.y or co-parity condition CY, let XCJ,(CY) be the set of states in Q for which the automaton dq = (C, Q, q, S, a) is not, empty. Similarly, let =~(a) be the set of states in Q for which the automaton AQ = (C,Q, q,fi,cr) is not empt,y. Clearly, a parit.y alternating automaton .4 = (C, Q, qln, 6, p) is not empt.y iff qin E acca( (/3,&O)).
Recall t,hat. our translation of parity and co-parity alternating automata to WAA proceeds induct,ively. In each iteration, we remove from the parity or the co-parity condition the minimally indesed set and continue with a refined state space and a dual acceptance condit,ion. The algorithm that follows works similarly. In each iteration, we calculate the set of accepting states in an automaton with an accep tance condition { Fl, F2, . . . , A} by calculating, recursively, the accepting states in a dual automaton with an acceptance condition { Fz , . . . , A). Formally, the algorithm employs tho following two equivalences. Let Yo = 0 and Yj+l = aCCd(w {&, . . . ..F/..;:),v U lS,A U Fl \ Y,). Intuitively, the set x, for i 1 1, contains all otatcs q for which there esists an accepting run of dq in which all pat,hs either satisfy the co-parity condition {Fat.. . , Fh}, or visit Fl at most j -1 times.
Using Dual, we can calculate the set of accepting states in an extended co-parity automaton by complement,ing the set of accepting states in an estended parity automaton with a dual transition function and acceptance condition.
